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Our Design Process:
Our Pooh pull toy was a trial and error sort of project. At the start we struggled at finding the right 
sized  base where the axel reached both sides so that both wheels could turn together. We solved this 
problem  by putting two metal base plates together instead of just one. We held them both together 
through screws.  After this problem our building process went well, we installed our wheels onto our 
baseplate and they all  spinned freely. We installed them by putting on bearings, and knut’s to secure 
them in place and help  them spin smoother. On one of our wheel in put a gear on the axel so that 
they spun together, so that  when the wheels spun, so did the gear. This is part of our gear system. 
Then we just had to install our  tower where our moving Pooh Bear would go. We secured a piece of 
metal to the baseplate through  screws, knuts, and spacers. At this point, all we need to do is print out 
an photo of Pooh Bear, and install  our final gear and resize the chain to fit so that both gears spin 
together. Just like our other gear, we used  bearings, an axel, and a spacer to tightly secure the gear, 
bracket, and cam so that it’ll allow the wheel of  the follower would move up and down allowing the 
motion of pooh bear. We secured the bracket once  again with screws and nuts. After that, we were 
practically done with our pull toy, we printed out our photo  of pooh bear eating honey, and taped it 
onto the follower and metal piece so that pooh bear would move  along with the gear chain. After this, 
we printed and also installed out quote, and tied a piece of string as  our rope to pull our pull toy. This 
finishes up our pooh bear pull toy!
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